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Introduction
In 1959, Jerome „Jay“ R. Singer published his fundamental work on the quantification of macroscopic
flow and microscopic motion (diffusion) using
magnetic resonance (MR) [1]. The introduction of
MR flow measurements with velocity encoding to
the clinical application in the mid-1980s made a
new field of functional diagnosis accessible to radiologists [2]. Within the past 20 years, velocity encoded MR has been continuously improved [3] including correction for Maxwell terms [4]. The
effective reduction of eddy current effects on flow
quantification was established with recent scanners. Further developments include parallel imaging techniques in space and time [5, 6], but these
techniques are not widely available. Among others
[7], generally accepted clinical applications today
include measurement of the cardiac output especially after cardiac surgery [8], quantification of
shunt volumes in congenital heart disease [9], and
evaluation of valvular anomalies after inconclusive
echocardiography [10].

1
1 For ﬂow measurements in the
large vessels of adults, ventral and
dorsal body coils are recommended.
Small children may be investigated by a combination of the
head coil and the large ﬂex coil.

2

2 Infants are preferably
examined in the knee coil.

Technical Requirements
Over the last years, most research on and clinical
application of flow measurements utilized 1.5
Tesla scanners. But as with other sequence techniques, 3 Tesla will provide a marked increase in
signal-to-noise ratio, which was shown to be of
up to 79% in MR flow measurements [11].
In every flow measurement, Maxwell-terms and
eddy currents may degrade the quantitative results.
Therefore it is highly advisable to perform accurate positioning of the target vessel in the center
of the main field (B0), especially along the z-axis.
For quantification of vascular flow an appropriate
ECG-triggering is mandatory. Triggering may be

done prospectively, if high temporal resolution is
required, or retrospectively, in the case of most
clinical examinations. Triggering should be done
without any time delay, which is unavoidable if
certain devices are used – some devices cause
a delay of up to 40 ms! With prospective triggering, for example, 40 ms delay results in data loss
of the first parts of systole.
All vendors supplied their scanners with flow measurement sequences, which are often referred to
as phase contrast mapping measurements that
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any parts of the leaflets into the quantification region of interest (ROI) during any part of the cardiac
cycle. Therefore, the acquisition plane should be
about 1–2 cm above the valves in diastole (cardiac
contraction during systole will displace the valves
caudally).
The last major prerequisite is sufficient flow analysis. Basic algorithms are provided by the vendors,
but more comprehensive and comfortable software
is available.

Optimized planning of the
acquisition plane in the MPA

3 When the heart is centered in the B0 ﬁeld (red line in Fig. 3A) the main pulmonary artery (MPA) will be a few cm above the B0 center. The next scout image at
the isocenter veriﬁes the centered position of the MPA (Fig. 3B) resulting in the
highest accuracy for ﬂow measurements in this vessel.

utilize simple gradient echo techniques. But new
sequence designs for flow measurements receive
increasing attention.
For flow measurements in the large vessels of
adults, ventral and dorsal body coils are recommended. Small children may be investigated by a
combination of the head coil and the large flex
coil (Fig. 1). Infants are preferably examined in the
knee coil (Fig. 2)! The temporal resolution of MR
flow measurements cannot compete with echocardiography. Without application of parallel imaging techniques all available scanners should
provide a best temporal resolution of about 10 ms
with prospective triggering. But for most clinical
applications in large vessels (e.g. main pulmonary
artery [MPA]) 30 ms may be sufficient.
As a rule of thumb, the selected spatial resolution
should at least provide four flow pixels within the
acquired vessel to generate reliable flow quantification, but: the more, the better. While the large
vessels and the renal arteries may be sufficiently
analyzed [12], the flow quantification of the coronary arteries is challenging [13].
The size of the velocity encoding gradients has to
be defined before image acquisition. This is usually
done with the so-called VENC, which may be set
to 150 cm/s in the ascending aorta and 130 cm/s
in the main pulmonary artery. For flow data acquisition near valves it is mandatory not to include
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To optimize the accuracy of MR flow data, the
analysis area ROI in the MPA should be centered in
the B0-field, especially in the z-axis. For cardiac MR
examinations, the technologist usually centers the
heart in the B0-field. The resulting sagittal scout
image (axial images are not useful) at the isocenter (red line in Fig. 3) shows the MPA approximately 5 cm above the B0 center (Fig. 3A). Using
the coordinate display available on the scout images loaded to the EXAM-card, the required repositioning distance (direction out with respect to
standard cardiac examinations) of the scanner table can be measured. The correct acquisition position can be adjusted at any time point of any cardiac examination without repositioning the
patient on the scanner table. The next scout image at the isocenter verifies the centered position
of the MPA (Fig. 3B) resulting in the highest accuracy for flow measurements in this vessel. Subsequently, several axial images from the upper part
of the left pulmonary artery down to the right
ventricle clarify the double-oblique course of the
MPA (Fig. 4).
The following oblique-sagittal image preferably is
planned using the three-point-method (represented with red circles) at the following positions: (1)
in the center of the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) just below the pulmonary valve (Fig. 4C),
(2) in the center of the left pulmonary artery just
downstream from the MPA bifurcation at its highest point (Fig. 4A), and (3) in the center of the
lower left pulmonary artery (Fig. 4B). The resulting image (Fig. 5A) nicely displays the MPA from
the pulmonary valve to the bifurcation and is used
to generate an oblique coronal image (Fig. 5B) using the perpendicular tool (right mouse click). To
perform flow quantification of the MPA, orthogonal “through plane” measurements are required.
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4 The planning of the oblique-sagittal image (Fig. 5A) is preferably planned using the three-point method (represented with red circles) at the
following positions: in the center of the left pulmonary artery just downstream from the MPA bifurcation at its highest point (Fig. 4A), in the center
of the lower left pulmonary artery (Fig. 4B), and in the center of the right ventricular outﬂow tract (RVOT) just below the pulmonary valve (Fig. 4C).

5A

5B
5 Figure 5A nicely displays the MPA from the
pulmonary valve to the
bifurcation and is used
to generate an oblique
coronal image (Fig. 5B)
using the perpendicular
tool (right mouse click).
The desired acquisition
plane for through-plane
ﬂow measurements in
the MPA is delineated
(red line) and must be
perpendicular to both
double-oblique scout
images.

The desired acquisition plane for flow measurements in the MPA is delineated in Figure 5 (red
line) and must be perpendicular to both doubleoblique scout images. For highest accuracy, the
flow acquisition should not deviate more than
15° from perpendicular to the flow in the MPA.
Comprehensive reports on basic MR flow measurement techniques [14] and of MR flow measurements in the MPA have been published [15].

Data acquisition
To determine the true physiological situation of
the patient lying in the scanner in supine position,
flow measurements should be performed under
free-breathing conditions. Scanning in inspiration
will significantly reduce the true cardiac output
[16] and expiratory breath-holding might not be

reproducible. Detectable breathing related motion
artifacts are excluded by the use of long term averaging (sequence tab). Furthermore, three averages should be acquired. The resulting scanning
time will be dependent from the number of cardiac
cycles needed to acquire the data at a given temporal and spatial resolution. A further advantage
of the longer acquisition time is the increase of
averaging over the cardiac cycle during different
breathing positions. Slice thickness is 5 mm in
adults, 4 mm in children and 3 mm in infants.
For many clinical applications, retrospective gating
is favorable (fl_fq_retro). Using fast HF- and gradient settings, two segments and a bandwidth of
369 Hz/Px, a TE of 3 ms and a TR of 27 ms are possible. Arrhythmia-detection may be used for arrhythmic patients and children, but is not manda-
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6 Images generated by the ﬂow measurement: rephased (= anatomical; Fig. 6A), magnitude (motion is bright and no velocity information
for quality control; Fig. 6B), and phase images (velocity information for quantiﬁcation; Fig. 6C). All of them are visualized using the Siemens
Argus Flow® software. Figure shows systolic images revealing the maximum ﬂow; note that even during systole, some parts of the vessel
lumen show very low ﬂow (red arrows).

tory in most of the patients. In adults, the field
of view is 320 mm, matrix is 256, phase resolution
is 100% and FoV-phase is 87.5%. For optimized
flow quantification, up to 40 phases along the cardiac cycle should be reconstructed.
For selected patients, prospective triggering may
be favorable (fl_fq). Using fast HF- and gradient
settings, one segment and a bandwidth of 1395
Hz/Px, a TE of 2.6 ms and a TR of 9.8 ms (equaling
the true temporal resolution of this sequence)
are possible. The acquisition window is set to 90%
of the average cardiac cycle. In arrhythmic patients and children (respiratory arrhythmia) sometimes only 85% of the cardiac cycle is measurable.
The disadvantage is small, since only small amounts
of blood are moved through the MPA during late
diastole. The major advantage is the possibility
to acquire flow data from every 10 ms in the cardiac cycle, especially in early systole. In adults,
the field of view is 320 mm, matrix is 256, phase
resolution is 93% and FoV-phase is 75%.
It is recommended to reconstruct all available images generated by the flow measurement sequences, i.e. rephased (= anatomical; Fig. 6A), magnitude (motion is bright and no velocity information
for quality control; Fig. 6B), and phase images
(velocity information for quantification; Fig. 6C).
All of them are visualized using the Siemens Argus
Flow® software. The rephased images are used
to draw the analysis ROI, quantification will be
calculated by the phase images. In Figure 6, systolic images revealing the maximum flow are
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displayed. Note that even during systole, some
parts of the vessel lumen show very low flow (red
arrows)!

Clinical application
Normal values of the pulmonary circulation in
children [17] and adults [18] have been published. The major indication for pulmonary flow
measurements in infants and children is the quantification of shunt volumes in ventricular septal
defects [19], which is not accurately possible using other non-invasive methods. Furthermore, MR
flow measurements can provide important information in many congenital cardiac anomalies
[20]. Developing pulmonary arterial hypertension
(PAH) in children and adults suffering from cystic
fibrosis has been detected with MR flow measurements [21] and an experimental model for the
quantification of PAH has been published [22]. In
adults, the quantification of PAH using MR flow
measurements has been investigated by several
groups [23–33] and MRI with combined morphological and functional techniques has been developed to a major diagnostic tool in chronic
thrombembolic pulmonary hypertension [34].

Conclusion
The expansion of morphological findings by functional data made achievable with flow measurements of the MPA adds valuable information to
the clinical diagnostic algorithm in several cardiopulmonary diseases.
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